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In brief 
UT president to be guest on Olscamp program 
Dr. James McComas, president of the 
University of Toledo, wiljoin President 
Olscanp on the WBGU-TV progcwn "One 
on One with President Pat.II Olscamp" 
Monday (Feb. 29) at 1 0 p.m. 
The pr~ wil ci&CllS8 how both 
presidents roo the largest educational 
institutions in the area. with a focus on 
higher edl IC8tion fi iai ICing and minority 
student recruting. 
In addition, Olscanp and McComas wil 
Weight Watchers meet 
All in<ivfduaizea ··at work" Weight 
Watchefs Program wil be offered at the 
UnivelSity Union from noon to 1 p.m. 
starting March 31. 
All infonnatiol ial session wil be from 
noon to 1 p.m. March 10 in the Capital 
Room of the UnivelSity Union for al those 
who wish to participate. 
Stwting from the March 31 session, the 
program wil last 10 weeks. A minimooi of 
16 class participants is required. Class size 
wil be restricted to 30 participai its. The 
10-week series wil be based on a 
graduated cost scale per participant: 
16-19 participants at $93 each; 20-29 
participants at $85 each; and 30 
participants at $81 each. 
For more infonnation, cal Ruth Friend at 
372-2236. 
Monitor 
The Motmxis ptdshed weekly by the 
Office of Pubic Relatiol IS for f8CIAly and staff 
of Bowing Green State Univenlily. 1he 
deldlie to Slbnit material for Iha March 7 
issueis5 p.m. Tuesday.March 1. 
ElllDr: Melssa Peper Fi esloi 18 
Ptdbgiaplbl. Willmn Brown 
Contrilutcrs: Clifton P. Boutele, Teri Slwp, 
Gardner A. Mcl.8IS'I Jr .• Li1da Swaisgood, Kari 
Hesblm aid Deborah Kemedy. 
Classified 
Employment 
Opportunities 
The ~C '! ! ! Tted po;silk:ti IS are available: . 
N9w1 PCIH 
Posing e>.pilaliaa dale for emplo) ees to 
apply: 4 p.m., Friday, March 4. 
3-4-1 a.ti 
PayAm912 
Payrol Accoooting 
Narthiwest Ohio Media Center 
disQ IS8 such topics as computer literacy 
among faculty and students. changes in 
student attitudes and international student 
concerns. Both wil compare notes on how 
they Intend to handle these and other 
issues that affect the present and Mure of 
their institutions. 
"One On One With President Paul 
Olscamp" is a series of four half·holN 
prograns that (00 through April. Next 
month's guest wil be George Haigh, who is 
chairrnM, president and chief executive 
officer of Trustcorp, Inc. 
Employees retiring 
Frve University employees are retiring in 
February and March as part of the Early 
Retirement Incentive Program. 
Retiring in February is Anna Crusa, 
residence life. 
Retiring in March are Raymond 
Michaelis, plant operations and 
maintenance; Arla Mae Cron, post office; 
John Roe,grounds departrPent; and Glenn 
Cook, environmental services. 
The retirement program runs from July 1 • 
1987 toJooe 30. It provides forthe 
purchase of up to three years of retirement 
service a-edit of five percent of the 
University's PERS mell'.bership, whieh wiD 
accommodate approximately 7 5 
participai1ts, To date, 38 employees have 
taken advantage of the program. 
• 
Paul Shaw to perform 
Pianist Paul Shaw wil give the final 
performance in the 1987-88 Vooog 
Concert Artist Series at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
(Mardi 1, friSryan ReClt8I Hal of ttie · MOore MUSical Arts deiiter. . . .. . . 
Winner Of the 1986 Vomg Concert 
Artists International Auditions, Shaw is a 
resident of New York, and holds 
bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees 
from the Julia'd School of Music. Since the 
age Or 15; When he woo first prize in the 
Jamilicaii MUSlc Festival at Kiiigston and 
the fitst Howard Cooke AWf!ld for 
Exe elence in Music, Shaw has been a 
celebrated a1ist in Jamaica. 
tlis recent engagements have included 
appeaaices at the Beethhovenhale in 
Bom, West GennariY. 8nd at Lincoln 
centers Ab! T~IW Wittltne Jtatn:t 
PtWhlinnonia. -
Tickets for his Bowing Green 
performance are $5 each and are available 
at the music center box office. The box 
office is open between noon-6 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. Tickets also can 
be reserved by caling 372-8171. 
Faculty/staff positio_ns 
. 
1he folowing f8CIAly positiollS are avaiable: (" ~ ... ntemal c:aiddate is being COllSideied for 
lhe position) 
Accounllngll9S: lnslruclor itwo posilioi as) (one position tempoca y aid one position teminal). 
Contact Thomas G. Evals (2·2767). Deadline: April 15. 
Buslnm Education: Assislart profe5S()I" of busDlss educalion. Also. instructor (two positiollS) 
(tempora y). For al positiollS, contact David J. Hyslop (2·2904). Deaclines: Apri 1 . 
Educational Admlnislrwtlon and Supenlslon:Assisltfassociate professor. Contact Richard 0. 
Caison (2· 7357). Deadline: Feb. 29. 
Flnlanda Cohge; Dean. Contact Norma Stickler (2·2915). Deadline: Marct130. 
Gel ontology. Assista1t or associate professor. Contact John C8YanauOh (2-8242) Deadline: 
March 1. 
Home Ecocaomlcs: Assislart professor. restatnnt and institutional food service mm iagement; 
also. assistant professor in apparel. mechancisiag; also. assistant professor, interior design. For al 
posilioias, contact Deama J. Radeloff (2·7823). Deacli11es: Mardi 15, or mli filed by a quaified 
C3I ididale. 
l'FER: Assista1t professor, health ed/heallh Pf omoliOI L Contact Molly lafin (2-6922). Deacline: 
March16. 
~lnslruclor of mai iagemet1I; also, instructor (lempoia y, ful-lime, two positiol IS). 
Deadli aes.. Mardi 1 o. Also. visiting assistantfassocmte professor. Deacline: March 21 . For al 
posilioilS contact Peter A. Pinlo (2·2946). 
lladwtlcs and Stalidcs: Post doctoral leclurel" (anticipated). Contact I ' oon S. Al-An*i 
(2·7455). Deacline: March 1. 
11m1c Ci •• 11t1on11a11 a y. Assista1t professor, music lheory-20lh century emp'7 • 
(temporay, Ulme). Contact Marlyn Slwde (2·2673). ee.line: Mardi 21. 
Pollllclll Sc 'I .ce: Visiting irlslrucb"I sf s taut Pl of n s cw. Contact T!UMIO AkalB (2·2922). 
Deadhl: Mardi 31. 
Scllool of Art Assistm1t prote s sor. 2-0 DMsiun. Contact Semch COl111itlee. School of Art 
(2-2786). Also. · t •prof 11 c • st education. Contact MIWy Mabry (2·2786). Also, · 1•d 
piofessc:w, IJ'llPflic delign. Contact Ronald Jacomiui (2·2786). Dea:aes: March 4. 
SocilllWorlcA I tUpcA (AH:Jpelaed). Conlact~R. W.S(2-8;!43). Dwlilie. Mardi 
1. 
Specill F$ !' <'I . t•• profew>r. Contact Edward Filcus (2·7358). D..-ne; March 31. 
The Jolowiigldl•MalJ8 poeilk)i•se e ' ' ... 
R111 cllSr< 11 ome.:,t . 1 •clieclor.Conlllc:IQ11AJP• S. Dini (2·2481). Dwllne: 
Aprl 15. 
ABC correspondent to speak Mar. 3 
H ynu know about the nuclear disaster at 
Chernobyl, Gary Hart's poitical problems 
Of the royal wedding of Prince Charles and 
Lady Di, there is a good chance you first 
learned about those events from Bettina 
Greg<>fY. 
A senior news correspondent for ABC 
television, Greg<>fY wil be cisCI ISsing "The 
Good, the Bad and the Ugly of TV News" at 
7:30 p.m. Thursday (March 3) In the 
Lenhart Grand Bc*oom of the University 
Union. 
Free and open to the public, the lecture 
is being sponsored by the University 
Activities Organization. 
Reporting regularly for "WOOd News 
Tonight," "Nightline" and ''Good Morning 
America." Greg<>fY is the recipient of 
numerous awards, including a Women in 
Communications Clarion Award for an 
investigative series of reports on the 
Date book 
Monday, Feb. 29 
Uncl9r;radvate Stud9nt Design Exhibition, 
"Design Sweet Sixteen," Galery, Fine Arts 
Buiding, hough March 1 O. Galery hours are 9 
am.-4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m. on 
Sundays. Free. 
BKhelor of Fine Arts Senior Exhibition, 
Galery, McFal Center, tlYough March 10. 
Galery hlus are 9 am.-4!530 p.m. weekdays. 
Free. • 
. Europeen and Latin American FDm Serles, 
"To Forget Venice,· 2:30 p.m., Gish Fim 
Theater, Hama Hal. Movie wil be in the original 
IS'lguage with English llUbtitles. Free. 
Spoi 1S01 ed by the Depal 1J11811t of Romance 
lalguages. 
WBGU-TY Program, '"COO Business 
Oullouk." 5:30aid11 p.m.. Challlel 27.' . 
WBGU-TY Program, "Oiie on One with ~ 
Paesident Paul Olscamp, H featumg Dr. James 
McComas, piesident of Iha University of Toledo. 
10 p.m .• Chlnlel 27. 
Tuesday, March 1 
- - .. 
.... the PrMldent, noun-1 :30 p.m., 
Assembly Room, McFal Center. 
FKUHy Senate llHllng, 2:30 p.m., 
Assembly Room, McFal Center. 
WBGU-TY Program, "The Borilg Gr8«I 
Fann," 5:30 aid 11 p.m., Chlnlel 27. 
Pnlgr• •tN Student OrgenJzatlon lllMtlng, 
8 p.m., United Christian Felowstip Center, 313 
Thurstin. For more ilfomillliuia, cal 352-7534. 
.......... 11111 Show," Journey to Earth, .. 8 
p.m., Planelaium, Physical Sciences Building. 
$1 dul aatiun suggested. 
Young Conc8l1Artist5-ies. performed by 
Paul Shaw. pilllist. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. TICkets .-e $5. 
Wednesday, March 2 
R 111 &rdt Displ8y, feahling more than 40 
f8CIAly members of 1he Colege of Education and 
Alied Professions, 11 :30 am . ..:4:30 p.m., 
Cumnuiity Suite, University Unicri. 
u~ Council llMlln9- 1 :30 p.m.. 
AUmi Room, University Union. 
People for RKial Justice lleeting. 1 :30 
p.m.. Faally lot.nge. University Union. 
a-lstry Seminar, -selective lJlbeling of 
Cross-linking of Protl!fl with Transition Metal 
Complexes," 6Y Nenad Kostic, Iowa State 
University, 4:30 p.m., 70 Ovennan Hal. 
WBGU-TVProgram, -Art Beat," 5:30 and 11 
p.m., Channel 27. 
Theatre, -Interior Waltz: Three Adapted Short 
Stories by Dorothy Pner," 8 p.m .• 405 
University Hal. Admissioo is $1 .50. 
UAO 11ow1e,-oas Boot.'' 9 p.m .• 210 Math 
Sciences BUlding. Free. 
Thursday, March 3 
Admlnlslraliwe Sl8ff Council M1111irig, 1 :30 
p.m., AUmi Room. University Union. 
WBGu-TYProgran, -rme0ut." 5:30and 11 
p.m., Channel 27. 
W-In the REB. Wortd Film 5-ies. 
"Filemun y La Gorda" aid "Entre Nous." 7 p.m.. 
Cla-Zel Theater, 129 N. Main St., Borilg 
Green. Free. 
Lec:bn, "The Goud, lhe Bid and the~ of 
1V News," by Bettina Gregory, ABC senior 
C011aapoiadliid,. 7:30 p.m., Lentat Grand 
Bllioten. lkaMnlly Union. 
n-tre, "Harior Wiitz: n.ee Adaplled Short 
Slories by Doro01y Partier." 8 p.m.. 405 
lnversi1y Hal. Md H a ls $1 .50. 
c-c.t. perbmed by Ille Jazz Combos, 8 
p.m., Bryan Recil&I ..... Moen Musal Arts 
Cena.Flee. 
federal goYelMIElnfS General 5efvices 
Mninisbation. 
Greg<>fY came to national prominence in 
1979 when she was IW1led ABC News' 
White House correspondent. While there, 
she won praise for her coverage or the 
lra1ian hostage crisis and President Jinvny 
carter's bid f0t re-election. 
Having an interest In environmental and 
safety issues. Greg<>fY has covered the 
TIYee Mile Island nuclear accident, the 
Love Canal investigation into the dumping 
of hazardous chemical wastes, the 
Chernobyl nuclear disaster and airine 
safety. 
She also covered the 1985 hijacking of a 
TWA airliner that had 104 Americans 
aboard and the 1984 presidential bid of 
then-Colorado Senator Gary Hart. 
In 1983 she was named one of the 
nation's top 10 investigative reporters by 
TVGuide. 
UAO Lenhart Claaics Fiim 5-ies. "Famy 
and Alexalder," 9 p.m .• Gish Fim Theater, 
HannaHal. Free. 
Friday, March 4 
F.culty Open Houu, 3-6:30 p.m., Pheasant 
Room, lJniversity Urion. 
llallwtlcs and Statlsllca Colloquium, 
"Chaotic Optimal Trajecb es: Making Yogurt 
From Now to lnfiMy," by Steve Pelikan, 
UrWeisity of Cincimati. 3:45 p.m.. 459 Math 
Sciences Buimlg. 
Roddy llcDcMllD Fiim Sirin, -Cleopatra," 7 
p.m., Gish Am Theater, Hanna Hal. Free. 
ltocby, CCHA quarter finals action, 7:30 
p.m., Ice Arena. . 
UAO W..und Mallie, "A Room With a View," 
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p:m. and rrlduight, 210 Math 
Sciences Building. Ad-1"1 fm is $1'.50 with l.D. 
n-tre, - •• h:ii iul Waltz: T1ne Aiiapled Short 
Stories by Dorothy Paner." 8 p.m., 405 
University Hal. l.dnl°ss· llWl is S 1.50. 
c-t, pafu iiaed by Bernard linden, vioist, 
8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal, ~Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Plm....num si-, "Journey to Earth," 8 
p.m., Plar.et&UTI, Physical Sciences Buimlg. 
$1 dullation suggested. 
Saturday, March 5 
PuMc Dmmin Soltwa CopJlng S•slou, 
Maci111Uisti User's Group, noun-1 p.m., 
Coqxder Lab. Semi a Room. Tecl"ialdogy 
Building. 
w-·• Bab1be11, BGSU vs. BalState, 
noun, Anderson Arena. · 
Gymmsllca, BGSU vs. central MichigS'I. 1 
p.m .• Eppler North. . 
-.·s BulradwH, BGSU vs. Bal State. 2:30 
p.m .• Aladliisou Arena. 
Hoc:UJ, CCHA quarter finals action, 7:30 
p.m .• Ice Arena. 
UAOW..und Mone, "A RoomWdha v-." 
7:30p.m.. 9:45p.m. and midnight. 210Malh 
Sciences Building. Adu· · a is $1.50with1.0. 
Thmtra, "1111eiiol Wallz: Three Adapted Short 
Sluries by Dorothy Parker," 8 p.m., 405 
Univenlily Hal. Adnaissiul I is $1 . 50. 
C1'd alion of Bi.ct Hlslory Ennt, 
Jabbl!I wock, 8 p.m., Lenhart Grand Bl*oum, 
UnNeisily Urion. Spoi 1S01 ed by Della Sigma 
lhela.. 
Sunday, March 6 
c-t, performed by Thomas Stacy. oboist. 
2 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Hock9y, CCHA quarter finals action. 7:30 
p.m.. Ice Arena. Played~ if series is lied. 
Plmldlarlum Show, "Journey ID Earth," 7:30 
p.m .• Planelarlln. Physical Sciences Building. 
$1 do11atiu11 suggested. S1a'gamg to fulow if 
wealher penms. 
BNn Chmlber Series Concert, "U.S.A. 
Today," perfornaed by Venti da Camera. faajly 
woodWld ~ 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moure Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Monday, March 7 
Ea p 11 md Ldn ~Film 5-ies. 
-a Norte," 2:30 p.m.. Gish Am Theater. HlnlB 
Hal. Movie wil be in the original language with 
Eriglish...... Free. Spoi ISOied by Ille DeJa••••ol fbl&ICV langl.alges.. 
C = t.perbnll6dbythe.Jazzllb8sld. 
7:30 p..m., '**81 b.nge, North Bmclng, 
Fln•adBC811PUL FIW. 
Vol. XI., No. 32 
Faculty Senate 1, 
k . . I' ma es rev1s1ons '\ I<.~. 
to the charter 
Faculty Senate focused altention on 
charter revisions at its March 1 meeting. 
. 
•, 
i \ 
Bowling Green State University March 7. 1988 
An amendment changing the wording in 
the charter section dealing with faculty 
improvement leaves was adopted 
although it received lengthy discussion. 
Dr. Arthur Neal, chair of the faculty leave 
committee. said the revision clarifies that 
all proposals must be written in a clear 
manner using sound sentences and 
paragraphs. 
.~:-·~ 
Several senators voiced their concern 
that the clarification should not be 
necessary because proposals submitted 
for faculty leaves are expected to be 
well-written. However, Neal said some of 
the proposals that are received by the 
committee are not coherent. 
. ~ --~-.4~-~·-
In addition, Neal said section two of B·ll 
of the charter currently is not correct on 
the proper forwarding procedure for 
proposals. The change was made to 
make it read: "Applications for Faculty 
Improvement Leaves will be sent to the 
Office of the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs who will forward them to the 
Faculty Development Committee for 
review and evaluation.·· 
The senate also revised the charter·s 
paticy on faculty appointment and tenure 
under attainment of tenure. It now reads: 
"'A faculty member continuing to serve 
regular appointment to the teaching 
faculty aftei the expiration of his/her 
probationary period shall have tenure. 
Promotion to the rank of professor during 
the probationary period requires a 
two-th'.:-ds affirmative vote of all tenured 
faculty of the tenuring unit because such 
action constitutes immediate tenure." 
Faculty from the College of Education and Allied Professions prepare displays of their research efforts for an exhibit at the University 
Union. Thirty-nine posters depicting research activities of 42 faculty members were on display in the Community Suite last week and 
the researchers were available throughout the day to answer questions about their respective projects. The poster session was 
sponsored by the college's research development council to showcase the variety of research projects with which faculty are 
involved. 
Employees raise money for scholarship 
Computer Services lends a helping hand 
When a student employee began 
experiencing some financial difficulties 
and thought she might have to drop out of 
the University, 20 Computer Services 
employees decided to help by digging 
into their own pockets. 
Although a resolution on strategic 
planning also was discussed at length. it 
was motioned to discuss it further at the 
Apnl 5 meeting after senators had an 
opportunity to study the subject. Many of 
them said they did not see the cflfference 
between strategic planning and the 
University's current management 
strategy. 
The resolution reads in part, '"Faculty 
Senate strongly recommends to the 
Board of Trustees. senior administrators, 
and any other constituent groups involved 
Continued on page 3 
They managed to pull out $1 ,384. 
Richard Zera. director of administrative 
computer services, said he wasn't 
surprised by the employees' generosity. 
'"You have to know the student. She is 
truly a very special person.·· Zera said. 
Besides, this isn't the first time the 
employees have helped a student finance 
a college education. 
Last year. Computer Services awarded 
a S500 scholarship in honor of Lynn 
The Spelman College Glee Club, directed by Dr. Roland L Allison, wiD perfonn 
Wednesday (March 9) in Bowling Green. The appearance by the Atlanta, Ga. choir is 
part of the University's Celebration of Black f115tory. The 30-member glee club will 
perform at 7 p.m. in the FITSt United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Wooster St. 
Admission is free. The program is being sponsored by the Sigma Sweetheart Club, 
the Black Greek Council, the Third World Graduate Association. the Minority 
Business Students Association, the Latin Student Union, the Black Student Union. 
the Board of Black Cultural Activities 8lld the NAACP. 
Orwick, former programming manager in 
administrative computer services. 
Orwick, who died in Nuvember 1986, 
worked closely with the student 
programmers. "Lynn meant a lot to many 
people here," Zera said. "He tried to 
insbll good work ethics and morals into 
the students and we thought a 
scholarship would be a nice way to honor 
him." 
Money for the scholarship came from 
services' development fund. Richard 
Conrad, director of Computer Services, 
said the money in the fund comes from 
donations to the University specified for 
Computer Services and from employees 
who make periodic donations. Conrad 
said the fund can be used for any 
purpose and the employees thought it 
was appropriate to use the money for the 
Orwick scholarship. 
Zera said when the department 
awarded the scholarship last year to a 
student from Orwick·s hometown, there 
were no plans to make it an annual 
scholarship. 
Then six weeks ago the department 
learned that Manjula Murugesu, of their 
student employee, was experiencing 
financial difficulties. Manjula. an 
international student. comes from Sri 
Lanka which is experiencing political 
strife and where the financial institutions 
have suddenly stopped releasing 
educational funds. Her problem was 
compounded by the fact that international 
students can be employed only by the 
University and for no more than 20 hours 
per week. 
"She is in a reaBy tough situation," Zera 
said. "Her father is dead and her mother 
is raising two other children plus trying to 
send Manjula to school. Right now the 
financial institutions there are not letting 
any money out of the country.·· 
In adcition, Manjula already is receiving 
the maximum amount available to her 
through an international programs 
financial grant, but that amount still is not 
enough to cover her educational 
expenses. 
'"Someone in the office commented 
how it was unfortunate that students, like 
Manjula who truly want an education and 
who can go back to their country to help 
others, have such a difficult time 
obtaining financing,·· Zera said. ··we all 
agreed that is exactly what Lynn would 
have said and we decided this was 
another good opportunity to award the 
Orwick Memorial Scholarship. 
"We didn't reaDy go that far to raise the 
money. Since the student worked in 
administrative computer services, we 
only sol"lcited from that area," Zera said. 
Although some employees wrote checks 
and others incficated payroll deductions, 
the money was completely raised in two 
days from employees of administrative 
computer services. technical support. 
computer operations and academic 
computer services. 
In addition. Conrad agreed the 
department would match S 1 for every $2 
raised and thus added $750 to S1 ,384 
coUected by employees. 
What did Manjula think of the 
cutpouring of generosity? ··She was 
extremely touched," Zera said. ··At first 
she said her country's customs prohibited 
her from accepting charity, but we 
managed to convince her a scholarship 
wasrft charity." 
The department hopes to eventualy 
establish an endowed scholarship to be 
given annuaDy to other students. 
··1 think a lot of people work at the 
University because they want to do 
something that realy matters," Zera said. 
-n makes me feel good to work with 
people like this who are so wiling to 
help." 
_.,,, 
. Magazine editor delivers conference keynote address 
Bennett says black history is vital to well-being of America 
The black experience is vital to the wel·being of America and the problems facing 
children of al races must be solved by black and white people working together, 
according to Lerone Bennett, senior editor of Ebony Magazine. 
The keynote speaker of the "Affirmation of the African American Child: Myths and 
Reaities Conference," Bennett said that black history is ttveatened as it has never been 
before by conservatism and a mean-spirited attempt to reverse the gains of the 1960s. 
"Racism has become respectable again on coUege campuses and throughout the 
. country." he said. 
Bennett said it was vital for black children to be taught the vast contributionS that black 
people have made to the development of this country. "The black experience is so much 
a part of the total history of this country that to understand impartant elements of our 
history such as the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, Washington, 
Jefferson, the Civil War, Toledo and Cleveland. there has to be an understanding of 
black people, .. 
The American tragedy. said Bennett, is that we don't know the story of the black 
people and to understand you have to go back to th~ ~inning of the African· American 
odyssey. "While Raphael painted, while Luther preached and while Shakespeare 
rhymed, the people of Africa were being hunted down and transported to the New 
World. Nearly 100 million died but miDions survived. 
"Blacks should have been wiped and annihilated by slavery, but they were tough and 
could not be destroyed. They endured and prevailed and helped create America's 
wealth," Bennett said, citing musical and other contributions. 
While acknowledging that many young black people have been destroyed by dope 
and iliteracy. Bennett said "the miracle is that so many still stand and preach and love 
,and give." People need to know that story, he added. 
. The gifts of the black people are no longer racial, Bennett said, "they are part of our 
heritage. We share the same historical space and we walk down the road together and 
must save and help both black and white children. We are aU in this together." 
Some of the challenges that must be faced, Bennett said, include institutional racism, 
which he called a "subtle form of racism that penetrates the hearts and minds of its 
victims;" a climate in education that labels some people as being unable or unwiDing to 
learn and tends to result in teachers having stereotypical attitudes toward some 
students, and "new images from television which are more damaging and devastating 
than the whips and chains of slavery ... 
'We share the same historical space and we walk down the 
road together and must save and help both black and white 
children. We are all in this together. ' 
Most children, black and white, spend half of their development sitting like zombies in 
front of a television set, he said. "The full effect won't be known for decades, but it is 
clear that it (spending long hours watching television) is having a bad effect, .. he added. 
"We survived slavery but it remains to be seen whether we can survive television," 
Bennett said. 
To meet those challenges, Bennett called for the creation of a mammoth educational 
Three lectures focus on obstacles of black children 
Lerone Bennett Jr. talks with Dr. Mary Edmonds (right), vice president for student 
affairs, and Dr. Eloise Clark, vice president for academie affairs, following his keynote 
address at the conference on "An Affirmation of the African American Child: Myths and 
Realities. " The two-day conference was part of the University's Celebration of Black 
History. 
crusade to help the plight of children in this country. He said it was impartant to create a 
society where black and white children believe in themselves. They are too often told 
there is something wrong with their appearance or their IQ or something else. Let our 
children see and know themselves how beautiful they are, he said. 
There is need for a new educational philosophy that teaches teachers and parents that 
opportunities exist for aU children in America 
He chaUenged teachers to include black history in their teaching and create a year 
round history and images of the black and white culture. ''The major problem is that the 
black child and adults do not know who they are. We must use our history to let black 
teachers and students know the depth and glory of our heritage. If we forget our souls 
we cannot save our bodies," Bennett said. 
Blacks have been intimidated by the me<fia myth of a black deficiency, the speaker 
said. "We need to use our rich experience to chaUenge and motivate young people. 
Blacks today have inherited a great tradition of excellence in education and other 
aspects of life. ExceUence is our heritage and we must let our children know that." 
Speakers discuss plight of the African American child 
Concern over the plight of black children 
in the United States brought three 
speakers to a daylong seminar on Feb. 2 7. 
The conference, entitled "An Affirmation of 
the African American Child: Myths and 
Realities," was part of the University's 
celebration of black history and was 
sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs. 
Dr. Seanor Engram. <firector of the 
Cleveland African Museum and author of 
Will the Real Black Family Please Stand 
Up? , presented the topic "The 
Socio-tfistorical Context of the African 
American Child." 
In her presentation, Engram cited the 
lack of black history in schools and in 
textbooks as a serious problem in 
education today. "'The African American 
child must attend school with whites and 
learn that their forefathers did not 
contribute to society but that white 
children's forefathers did. They emerge 
with low self-esteem.·· 
But contrary to texts used in schools, 
Engram says there have been many 
Eleanor Engram 
valuable c:ontJibutions from blacks. The first open-heart surgery was performed by a 
black doctor, and black men hold patents for the printing press, telegraph, stop light, 
elevator, clothes dryer, refrigerator. gas mask and fountain pen, she said. 
Engram be6eves if blacks reaDy love themselves and love their neighbors they 
wouldn't let the current state of education exist. She said they must remember that DNA 
research documents a relationship between aU people. 
She said that black children should be reminded of their heritage-that in Africa. at one 
time, the boys were kings and the girls were queens. Blacks must strive for exceDence 
because "black exceDence takes nothing away from white folks, it makes them better," 
she said. 
Statistics such as by the year 2000 seven out of 1 O black, male youths wiD either be 
dead, in jail or on drugs or alchohol cause Engram to caU for better education of the 
African American child. Engram said she wants America to see the black child as it's 
futtre. 
Also speaking at the conference was Dr. Harriet McAdoo who agreed that the 
statistics~ black youths are frightening. McAdoo said that in her hometown, 
Washington D.C., there has been one black youth killed a day since Jan. 1. 
McAdoo, a dean and professor in the School of Social Work at Howard University, 
attributes many of these deaths to drug trafficking. The key, McAdoo believes, to end 
this problem is to create more jobs for low-income black males. McAdoo says that yCU1g 
blacks face unemployment or employment in dead-end jobs and that drug trafficking is 
often their only som:e of income. 
Like other families the structure of the black family has changed in the past 1 0-15 
years because of societal attitudes, economic reasons and trends in family rearing. 
Some of the trends include a higher <frvorce rate. more families headed by the mother. 
more families with young children and more people having children outside of wedlock. 
These trends concern McAdoo she said, because these family structures and trends 
tend to lead to more people living below the poverty level. 
Harriet McAdoo Janice Hale-Benson 
McAdoo betieves the most important job a black parent has is to prepare his or her 
child for a racist society and to protect their self-esteem. "We must tel them (the 
children) "this is a racist society but there is nothing wrong with you. It's their problem but 
you have to deal with it. But it is not your fault':· she said. 
The third speaker at the conference, Dr. Janice Hale-Benson, spoke on the topic, 
"Black Children: Their Roots, Culture and Learning Styles." 
Hale-Benson said she thinks that American education has failed to be 5l iccessful in 
educating black children. An average of 2B percent of high school students drop out and 
in some cities it has almost reached 50 percent. 
According to Hale-Benson, American schools were designed for white children. The 
schools exclude the African heritage and she said that is part of the reason blacks 
haven't melted into the pot. ··America should be thought not as a melting pot but as a 
patchwork quilt. Ethnic groups should stand together side-by-side, .. she added. 
Founder of "Visions for Children" in Cleveland, Hale-Benson said that black children 
have different developmental norms and should not be compared to white children or 
considered abnormal when the child does not meet the "norm". "Hyper-active means 
more active compared to who-a white child?," she questioned. 
Hale-Benson suggested society should look at how black children approach academic 
tasks and how it can develop the educational system around them. One 5l 1CCess model 
she mentioned is black coBeges. 
But Hale-Benson said she feels the problem could be solved if "we stop 
conceptuarizing black rite as the ghetto. We're missing the boat. It robs us of the 
richness of our culture. To get the whole picture we must start in Africa. We have a 
tendency to have amnesia in America. We need to be reminded of our history every 
once in awhile." -·Deborah Kennedy 
Survey reveals opinions of classified staff 
Classified Staff Council recenUy 
submitted a wage and benefit proposal to 
the administration for consideration for the 
19BB·B9 year. How does the COW1cil know 
what benefits to propose when it 
represents approximately 1 ,200 classified 
employees? 
Jeff Jackson, chair of CSC's Personnel 
Welfare Committee, said the council has 
used a variety of methods in the past to 
determine the needs and wants of the 
classified employees. For this year's 
proposal, the committee conducted a 
survey among classified staff to obtain a 
better understanding of their needs. 
Jackson said the results of the survey 
were used by the committee to formulate 
the benefit proposal which was then 
submitted to Classified Staff Council. CSC 
approved a proposal for a 50 cents and 
hour wage increase or six percent per 
employee, whichever is greater. It also 
approved a number of requested benefits 
such as increased payment of accrued sick 
leave at retirement from 25 percent to 33 
percent, with a maximum of 400 hcurs; 
removal of the five year limit to dependent 
fee waivers of retirees; retain summer 
hours and establish them as poficy; one 
personal day per year per employee, 
unconditional; and payment toward the 
purchase of hearing aids. 
Jackson said the results of the survey 
were interesting and helpful. Hightights of 
some of the results from fuD-time 
employees are as follows. Answers from 
part-time employees are in parenthesis. 
Classified staff overwhelmingly want ol 
keep summer hot¥s with 521 (34) saying 
they like them, 76 (4) saying they don't ~ke 
them, and 61 (21 J undecided. On the 
same topic, 4B1 employees (47) said the 
summer schedule has no effect on their 
abilities to do their jobs, while 91 ( 9) said 
the schedule made their jobs easier, and 
49 ( 1 J said it made their jobs more difficult. 
When asked what additional holidays 
they would like, 320 (24) employees said 
they would fike personal days, 2B6 (26) 
want Christmas Eve, 278 (32) want Good 
Friday, 1B4(12)wanttheirbirthdays, 157 
(15) want the day after Christmas, and 142 
(BJ want New Years Eve. 
Also, 478 (56) employees said they 
would be willing to use sick leave as 
personal days, if available. One hundred 
and ten employees (3) were not willing, 
and 22 ( 1 ) were undecided. 
On the issue of child care, B2 (15) 
employees said they have difficulty finding 
adequate child care, while 141 (12) said 
they did not and 375 (33) did not answer. 
One hundred and forty-one (36) staff 
members said the University should 
provide on-campus child care faciflties, BB 
(3) said the University shouldn't provide 
facilities, and 118 (21) did not answer. If 
facilities were available, 11 O (15) 
employees said they would use them, 113 
(B) said they would not, and 3BO (37) did 
not answer. 
On the topic of the Student Recreation 
Center, 1 04 ( 15) employees said they 
were members, while 555 (47) said they 
were not. However, 350 (39) said they 
would ~e to be members and 22B ( 11 ) 
said they were not interested in joining. 
Four hundred and twenty-eight (47) staff 
members said it was tikely they would join 
the recreation center if employees 
received a membership discount. while 
1B1 (9) said they would not join. 
On a wide range of other subjects 
employees said: 433 (41) said they 
experience par1cing problems, 209 ( 1 B) do 
not; 396 would ~ke medical insurance to 
provide hearing aids, 7 4 said no and 173 
did not answer; 603 (5B) are in favor of 
payment of 50 percent sick leave at 
retirement, 33 ( 1 ) are not; 309 favor an 
increase in life insurance, 2B2 do not; 534 
favor an annual physical paid for by 
Benefits Plan Risk Management, B7 do 
not; 457 favor dependent fee waivers after 
retirement, 153 do not; and 430 (48) favor 
release time for CSC meetings and 
elections, while 136 (Bl do not 
In questions relating to part· time staff 
only, 39 said they would be wiling to buy 
health insurance at group rates, while 1 7 
said no; 42 want a portion of health 
insurance paid (pro-rated) with the 
employee paying the remainder, while 1 2 
did not; and 24 are wilring to buy term life 
insurance at group rates. while 30 are not. 
Speer is a co-author of a best-selling collegiate text 
Dr. William Speer, mathematics 
education, is co-author of one of the 
country's best-selling collegiate texts in the 
field of elementary school math methods 
and concepts. 
Thesixtheditionof Today's 
Mathematics," recently released by 
Science 
Research 
Associates, Inc. 
of Chicago, was 
co-authored by 
Speer and James 
Heddens,a 
prominent math 
educator recently 
retired from the 
faculty of Kent 
State University. 
Heddens , 
authored the William Spee 
original version of the texf. published 20 
years ago. 
The pair met in 1973 when Speer began 
studies toward his doctoral degree in math 
education at Kent State, where Heddens 
was his adviser and mentor. Since, Speer 
served as collaborator of the fourth edition 
in 1976, the same year he joined the 
faculty at Bowling Green and contributor to 
the fifth edition of the text in 19B3. 
· "Heddens remained in Zomba, Malawi, a 
remote area of Africa. for the entire term of 
the project," Speer explained. At the time, 
Heddens was teaching at the Unviersity in 
Malawi, where he helped develop a new 
national mathematics syllabus and provided 
in-service training for many African 
teachers. 
"I went there for three weeks last 
January, but most of our communication 
took place over the phone and through the 
mail," Speer said. 
Although the text was already extremely 
popular. the co-authors sought to update 
and significantly expand the contents of the 
sixth edition. For the first time since the 
text's original pubrication, a teacher's guide 
has been published to complement the 
text. 
Chapters of the book have been 
re-written, activities added, calculator and 
microcomputer sections updated and rists 
of terms and symbols added. Speer said a 
unique concept provided by the text is the 
"marriage between mathematics content 
and methodological needs of the future 
teacher." 
1 988 Ferrari nominations solicited 
Nominations for the 1988 Michael R. 
Ferrari Award currently are being soflCited. 
Nominees must be non-faculty, contract 
employees who have completed a 
minimum of one year of service at the 
University. Criteria for selection include 
emphasis on the human dimension, 
innovation and initiative, performance and 
relationship with the University community. 
Nominations may be submitted by faculty. 
staff or students. 
available at the University Union 
Information Desk, University Bookstore, 
the administrative staff personnel services 
office, 911 Administration Building, or the 
Faculty Senate office, 140 McFaU Center. 
Completed forms should be sent to Bob 
Arrowsmith. chair of the 19BB Ferrari 
Award Committee, 305 Student Services 
Bl.ilding. 
Scme of the changes were prompted by 
suggestions received from students and 
professors using the fifth e<frtion. Others 
are a reflection of the teaching philosophy 
of the authors. Many of the techniques 
Speer uses in his own classroom have 
been included in the book. 
"Whereas I usuaUy choose a textbook 
which contributes to my philosophy, it's 
exciting to have and to share a book that 
mirrors my philosophy," he said. 
"My goal is to produce thoughtful 
teachers who conduct their math classes in 
a meaningful manner rather than going 
ttvough routine motions." he said. "I hope 
to encourage teachers-to-be to use a 
variety of materials with their lessons, and 
most importantly, to teach children math 
rather than teach math to children." 
He said the "show-and-tell" approach to 
teaching mathematics promotes mainly 
imitation and dnll which reveals rrttte or 
nothing of the meaning behind the process 
that the student is imitating. "Rather than 
simply showing the procedure to use in a 
given situation, I am encouraging future 
educators to provide a focus for the 
children's active participation," Speer said. 
By taking on the responsibility of 
co-authoring the text, Speer said he also 
hopes to convey the importance of 
continued professional growth to future 
educators. 
"It's rewarding to have contributed to the 
profession," he said. "Continued 
professional growth marks the difference 
between who is successful and who is 
stagnant." 
Speer wiD be the senior editor of the 
text's seventh edition, which wiD be 
published in 1992. 
Faculty co-write 
new law textbook 
For Dr. Bartley Brennan, legal studies, 
putting the finishing touches on the book 
Legal Environment of Business was like 
adding the icing to the cake. It was the final 
book in a series of three legal studies 
textbooks. 
For Dr. Nancy Kubasek. legal studies. 
who co-authored 
the third book 
with Brennan, it 
was her first 
effort at writing a 
textbook. 
Kubasek said 
Brennan asked 
her to collaborate 
on the third book 
because of her 
interest and 
expertise in 
environmental 
law. In addition to 
teaching an 
environmental law 
class at the 
University, she 
conducts 
research on 
issues in that 
legal area. "Bart's 
expertise is in the 
business law area Nancy Kubasek 
and mine is in environmental law. Our 
interests were very complimentary to work 
on the project," Kubasek said. 
Brennan said he wrote the first two 
books in the series, Modem Business Law 
and Law and Business, with five 
co-authors. Those initial books addressed 
private law. and Brennan said he saw the 
need for a third book which would address 
public law areas, especially where the 
government is regulating business 
activities. 
Each co-author wrote nine chapters of 
the third book. At the end of each pubtic 
law chapter. Brennan and Kubasek said 
they added some unique features. 
"We included a cost-benefit analysis at 
the end of each chapter," Brennan said. 
"What that does is to indicate the costs of 
that particular legislation to the consumer 
or taxpayer, etc. On the other side, it 
shows what the benefits are of the 
legislation. We wanted to teach students to 
think in terms of cost-benefit analysis so 
society can come to its own conclusions 
about the effect of government legislation." 
In addition. Kubasek said the book has a 
section <flSCUSsing the transnational effects 
of public law. "This shows how materials 
have been applied on an international 
level," Kubasek said. 
Kubasek also co-wrote a study guide to 
be used with the book. 
Brennan said the book is only one of two 
textbooks available that address the 
environmental and business issues. 
However, it didn't slip into the market 
easily. He said McMiDan, the pubrlSher, 
tested the book through 18 different 
reviewers. 
"The pubflShers spent a lot of time 
refereeing the text." Brennan said. ·-rve 
been proud of the reception it has received 
since it came out in January." 
The book wiD be used in senior and 
graduate level courses. 
The deadline for nominations is April 15. 
The selection of the 19BB award wil be 
made by a committee of administrative staff 
representing the various vice presidential 
and presidential areas. Selection wil be 
based on information provided ttvough the 
nomination process. 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award was 
authorized by the Board of Trustees in 
19B2 to honor Ferrari who served as 
interim president during 19B1-B2. 
Previous recipients of the award include: 
Faculty Senate. __ from __ page __ 1 ___________ _ 
Nomination forms have been mailed to 
administrative staff. Additional forms are 
Dr. Suzanne Crawford, continuing 
education; Zola Buford, registration and 
records; Pabick Fitzgerald, WBGU-TV; 
Gregory DeCrane, student activities and 
orientation; and George Howick. 
Management Center. 
Opera to be performed Mar. 11, 12 
The University opera theatre wiD present 
two performances in English of Mozart's 
"Don Giovanni" on Friday and Saturday 
(March 11and12). 
The opera is being produced and 
directed by Roy Lazarus. Robert Spano will 
conduct the Bowling Green Philharmonia 
for the perfonnances. 
Curtain time is 8 pm. for both 
performances in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. The opera. 
which extends the legend of Don Juan's 
romantic misadventures, has been 
described by some as a perfect match of 
"divine music and flawless libretto ... 
Tickets are on sale at the box office. 
which is open between noon-6 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. They can be 
reserved by calling 372-8171. nckets are 
priced at S 12, S9 and $6. 
in the shared governance of the 
University that they avail themselves of 
opportunities for the development of a 
better IRterstanding of the concepts and 
skils of strategic planning, and that the 
Board of Trustees and senior 
admi iistl ators provide strong leadership 
in ensimng the implementation of 
effective strategic planning in the shared 
governance of the University." 
Dr. Harold lulde. a co-sponsor of the 
resolution, said the resolution was 
prepared in a positive manner. "In some 
ways this institution is managed very weU 
and in other areas it needs 
improvements." he said. '"Some of the 
best managed institutions are working 
heaVlly in the direction of strategic 
planning." 
Lunde described the strategic 
management style as proactive, 
innovative, creative and collegial, 
whereas the University's current 
budgeting and administrative planning 
style is reactive, passive and 
l:ueaucratie. 
Although strategic planning is often 
applied in business settings, Lunde said it 
can be adapted to academic institutions. 
"By passing this resolution itmeans we 
have taken a policy stand toward 
something very positive and that we want 
to take the Role and Mission Statement 
and make it happen. It would be a step to 
improve the University for aU 
constituencies." 
In other business, Or. Ralph Wolfe, 
chair of Faculty Senate. announced that 
the senate's silver anniversary would be 
commemorated at the March 15 meefo':;: 
• 
. Magazine editor delivers conference keynote address 
Bennett says black history is vital to well-being of America 
The black experience is vital to the wel·being of America and the problems facing 
children of al races must be solved by black and white people working together, 
according to Lerone Bennett, senior editor of Ebony Magazine. 
The keynote speaker of the "Affirmation of the African American Child: Myths and 
Reaities Conference," Bennett said that black history is ttveatened as it has never been 
before by conservatism and a mean-spirited attempt to reverse the gains of the 1960s. 
"Racism has become respectable again on coUege campuses and throughout the 
. country." he said. 
Bennett said it was vital for black children to be taught the vast contributionS that black 
people have made to the development of this country. "The black experience is so much 
a part of the total history of this country that to understand impartant elements of our 
history such as the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, Washington, 
Jefferson, the Civil War, Toledo and Cleveland. there has to be an understanding of 
black people, .. 
The American tragedy. said Bennett, is that we don't know the story of the black 
people and to understand you have to go back to th~ ~inning of the African· American 
odyssey. "While Raphael painted, while Luther preached and while Shakespeare 
rhymed, the people of Africa were being hunted down and transported to the New 
World. Nearly 100 million died but miDions survived. 
"Blacks should have been wiped and annihilated by slavery, but they were tough and 
could not be destroyed. They endured and prevailed and helped create America's 
wealth," Bennett said, citing musical and other contributions. 
While acknowledging that many young black people have been destroyed by dope 
and iliteracy. Bennett said "the miracle is that so many still stand and preach and love 
,and give." People need to know that story, he added. 
. The gifts of the black people are no longer racial, Bennett said, "they are part of our 
heritage. We share the same historical space and we walk down the road together and 
must save and help both black and white children. We are aU in this together." 
Some of the challenges that must be faced, Bennett said, include institutional racism, 
which he called a "subtle form of racism that penetrates the hearts and minds of its 
victims;" a climate in education that labels some people as being unable or unwiDing to 
learn and tends to result in teachers having stereotypical attitudes toward some 
students, and "new images from television which are more damaging and devastating 
than the whips and chains of slavery ... 
'We share the same historical space and we walk down the 
road together and must save and help both black and white 
children. We are all in this together. ' 
Most children, black and white, spend half of their development sitting like zombies in 
front of a television set, he said. "The full effect won't be known for decades, but it is 
clear that it (spending long hours watching television) is having a bad effect, .. he added. 
"We survived slavery but it remains to be seen whether we can survive television," 
Bennett said. 
To meet those challenges, Bennett called for the creation of a mammoth educational 
Three lectures focus on obstacles of black children 
Lerone Bennett Jr. talks with Dr. Mary Edmonds (right), vice president for student 
affairs, and Dr. Eloise Clark, vice president for academie affairs, following his keynote 
address at the conference on "An Affirmation of the African American Child: Myths and 
Realities. " The two-day conference was part of the University's Celebration of Black 
History. 
crusade to help the plight of children in this country. He said it was impartant to create a 
society where black and white children believe in themselves. They are too often told 
there is something wrong with their appearance or their IQ or something else. Let our 
children see and know themselves how beautiful they are, he said. 
There is need for a new educational philosophy that teaches teachers and parents that 
opportunities exist for aU children in America 
He chaUenged teachers to include black history in their teaching and create a year 
round history and images of the black and white culture. ''The major problem is that the 
black child and adults do not know who they are. We must use our history to let black 
teachers and students know the depth and glory of our heritage. If we forget our souls 
we cannot save our bodies," Bennett said. 
Blacks have been intimidated by the me<fia myth of a black deficiency, the speaker 
said. "We need to use our rich experience to chaUenge and motivate young people. 
Blacks today have inherited a great tradition of excellence in education and other 
aspects of life. ExceUence is our heritage and we must let our children know that." 
Speakers discuss plight of the African American child 
Concern over the plight of black children 
in the United States brought three 
speakers to a daylong seminar on Feb. 2 7. 
The conference, entitled "An Affirmation of 
the African American Child: Myths and 
Realities," was part of the University's 
celebration of black history and was 
sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs. 
Dr. Seanor Engram. <firector of the 
Cleveland African Museum and author of 
Will the Real Black Family Please Stand 
Up? , presented the topic "The 
Socio-tfistorical Context of the African 
American Child." 
In her presentation, Engram cited the 
lack of black history in schools and in 
textbooks as a serious problem in 
education today. "'The African American 
child must attend school with whites and 
learn that their forefathers did not 
contribute to society but that white 
children's forefathers did. They emerge 
with low self-esteem.·· 
But contrary to texts used in schools, 
Engram says there have been many 
Eleanor Engram 
valuable c:ontJibutions from blacks. The first open-heart surgery was performed by a 
black doctor, and black men hold patents for the printing press, telegraph, stop light, 
elevator, clothes dryer, refrigerator. gas mask and fountain pen, she said. 
Engram be6eves if blacks reaDy love themselves and love their neighbors they 
wouldn't let the current state of education exist. She said they must remember that DNA 
research documents a relationship between aU people. 
She said that black children should be reminded of their heritage-that in Africa. at one 
time, the boys were kings and the girls were queens. Blacks must strive for exceDence 
because "black exceDence takes nothing away from white folks, it makes them better," 
she said. 
Statistics such as by the year 2000 seven out of 1 O black, male youths wiD either be 
dead, in jail or on drugs or alchohol cause Engram to caU for better education of the 
African American child. Engram said she wants America to see the black child as it's 
futtre. 
Also speaking at the conference was Dr. Harriet McAdoo who agreed that the 
statistics~ black youths are frightening. McAdoo said that in her hometown, 
Washington D.C., there has been one black youth killed a day since Jan. 1. 
McAdoo, a dean and professor in the School of Social Work at Howard University, 
attributes many of these deaths to drug trafficking. The key, McAdoo believes, to end 
this problem is to create more jobs for low-income black males. McAdoo says that yCU1g 
blacks face unemployment or employment in dead-end jobs and that drug trafficking is 
often their only som:e of income. 
Like other families the structure of the black family has changed in the past 1 0-15 
years because of societal attitudes, economic reasons and trends in family rearing. 
Some of the trends include a higher <frvorce rate. more families headed by the mother. 
more families with young children and more people having children outside of wedlock. 
These trends concern McAdoo she said, because these family structures and trends 
tend to lead to more people living below the poverty level. 
Harriet McAdoo Janice Hale-Benson 
McAdoo betieves the most important job a black parent has is to prepare his or her 
child for a racist society and to protect their self-esteem. "We must tel them (the 
children) "this is a racist society but there is nothing wrong with you. It's their problem but 
you have to deal with it. But it is not your fault':· she said. 
The third speaker at the conference, Dr. Janice Hale-Benson, spoke on the topic, 
"Black Children: Their Roots, Culture and Learning Styles." 
Hale-Benson said she thinks that American education has failed to be 5l iccessful in 
educating black children. An average of 2B percent of high school students drop out and 
in some cities it has almost reached 50 percent. 
According to Hale-Benson, American schools were designed for white children. The 
schools exclude the African heritage and she said that is part of the reason blacks 
haven't melted into the pot. ··America should be thought not as a melting pot but as a 
patchwork quilt. Ethnic groups should stand together side-by-side, .. she added. 
Founder of "Visions for Children" in Cleveland, Hale-Benson said that black children 
have different developmental norms and should not be compared to white children or 
considered abnormal when the child does not meet the "norm". "Hyper-active means 
more active compared to who-a white child?," she questioned. 
Hale-Benson suggested society should look at how black children approach academic 
tasks and how it can develop the educational system around them. One 5l 1CCess model 
she mentioned is black coBeges. 
But Hale-Benson said she feels the problem could be solved if "we stop 
conceptuarizing black rite as the ghetto. We're missing the boat. It robs us of the 
richness of our culture. To get the whole picture we must start in Africa. We have a 
tendency to have amnesia in America. We need to be reminded of our history every 
once in awhile." -·Deborah Kennedy 
Survey reveals opinions of classified staff 
Classified Staff Council recenUy 
submitted a wage and benefit proposal to 
the administration for consideration for the 
19BB·B9 year. How does the COW1cil know 
what benefits to propose when it 
represents approximately 1 ,200 classified 
employees? 
Jeff Jackson, chair of CSC's Personnel 
Welfare Committee, said the council has 
used a variety of methods in the past to 
determine the needs and wants of the 
classified employees. For this year's 
proposal, the committee conducted a 
survey among classified staff to obtain a 
better understanding of their needs. 
Jackson said the results of the survey 
were used by the committee to formulate 
the benefit proposal which was then 
submitted to Classified Staff Council. CSC 
approved a proposal for a 50 cents and 
hour wage increase or six percent per 
employee, whichever is greater. It also 
approved a number of requested benefits 
such as increased payment of accrued sick 
leave at retirement from 25 percent to 33 
percent, with a maximum of 400 hcurs; 
removal of the five year limit to dependent 
fee waivers of retirees; retain summer 
hours and establish them as poficy; one 
personal day per year per employee, 
unconditional; and payment toward the 
purchase of hearing aids. 
Jackson said the results of the survey 
were interesting and helpful. Hightights of 
some of the results from fuD-time 
employees are as follows. Answers from 
part-time employees are in parenthesis. 
Classified staff overwhelmingly want ol 
keep summer hot¥s with 521 (34) saying 
they like them, 76 (4) saying they don't ~ke 
them, and 61 (21 J undecided. On the 
same topic, 4B1 employees (47) said the 
summer schedule has no effect on their 
abilities to do their jobs, while 91 ( 9) said 
the schedule made their jobs easier, and 
49 ( 1 J said it made their jobs more difficult. 
When asked what additional holidays 
they would like, 320 (24) employees said 
they would fike personal days, 2B6 (26) 
want Christmas Eve, 278 (32) want Good 
Friday, 1B4(12)wanttheirbirthdays, 157 
(15) want the day after Christmas, and 142 
(BJ want New Years Eve. 
Also, 478 (56) employees said they 
would be willing to use sick leave as 
personal days, if available. One hundred 
and ten employees (3) were not willing, 
and 22 ( 1 ) were undecided. 
On the issue of child care, B2 (15) 
employees said they have difficulty finding 
adequate child care, while 141 (12) said 
they did not and 375 (33) did not answer. 
One hundred and forty-one (36) staff 
members said the University should 
provide on-campus child care faciflties, BB 
(3) said the University shouldn't provide 
facilities, and 118 (21) did not answer. If 
facilities were available, 11 O (15) 
employees said they would use them, 113 
(B) said they would not, and 3BO (37) did 
not answer. 
On the topic of the Student Recreation 
Center, 1 04 ( 15) employees said they 
were members, while 555 (47) said they 
were not. However, 350 (39) said they 
would ~e to be members and 22B ( 11 ) 
said they were not interested in joining. 
Four hundred and twenty-eight (47) staff 
members said it was tikely they would join 
the recreation center if employees 
received a membership discount. while 
1B1 (9) said they would not join. 
On a wide range of other subjects 
employees said: 433 (41) said they 
experience par1cing problems, 209 ( 1 B) do 
not; 396 would ~ke medical insurance to 
provide hearing aids, 7 4 said no and 173 
did not answer; 603 (5B) are in favor of 
payment of 50 percent sick leave at 
retirement, 33 ( 1 ) are not; 309 favor an 
increase in life insurance, 2B2 do not; 534 
favor an annual physical paid for by 
Benefits Plan Risk Management, B7 do 
not; 457 favor dependent fee waivers after 
retirement, 153 do not; and 430 (48) favor 
release time for CSC meetings and 
elections, while 136 (Bl do not 
In questions relating to part· time staff 
only, 39 said they would be wiling to buy 
health insurance at group rates, while 1 7 
said no; 42 want a portion of health 
insurance paid (pro-rated) with the 
employee paying the remainder, while 1 2 
did not; and 24 are wilring to buy term life 
insurance at group rates. while 30 are not. 
Speer is a co-author of a best-selling collegiate text 
Dr. William Speer, mathematics 
education, is co-author of one of the 
country's best-selling collegiate texts in the 
field of elementary school math methods 
and concepts. 
Thesixtheditionof Today's 
Mathematics," recently released by 
Science 
Research 
Associates, Inc. 
of Chicago, was 
co-authored by 
Speer and James 
Heddens,a 
prominent math 
educator recently 
retired from the 
faculty of Kent 
State University. 
Heddens , 
authored the William Spee 
original version of the texf. published 20 
years ago. 
The pair met in 1973 when Speer began 
studies toward his doctoral degree in math 
education at Kent State, where Heddens 
was his adviser and mentor. Since, Speer 
served as collaborator of the fourth edition 
in 1976, the same year he joined the 
faculty at Bowling Green and contributor to 
the fifth edition of the text in 19B3. 
· "Heddens remained in Zomba, Malawi, a 
remote area of Africa. for the entire term of 
the project," Speer explained. At the time, 
Heddens was teaching at the Unviersity in 
Malawi, where he helped develop a new 
national mathematics syllabus and provided 
in-service training for many African 
teachers. 
"I went there for three weeks last 
January, but most of our communication 
took place over the phone and through the 
mail," Speer said. 
Although the text was already extremely 
popular. the co-authors sought to update 
and significantly expand the contents of the 
sixth edition. For the first time since the 
text's original pubrication, a teacher's guide 
has been published to complement the 
text. 
Chapters of the book have been 
re-written, activities added, calculator and 
microcomputer sections updated and rists 
of terms and symbols added. Speer said a 
unique concept provided by the text is the 
"marriage between mathematics content 
and methodological needs of the future 
teacher." 
1 988 Ferrari nominations solicited 
Nominations for the 1988 Michael R. 
Ferrari Award currently are being soflCited. 
Nominees must be non-faculty, contract 
employees who have completed a 
minimum of one year of service at the 
University. Criteria for selection include 
emphasis on the human dimension, 
innovation and initiative, performance and 
relationship with the University community. 
Nominations may be submitted by faculty. 
staff or students. 
available at the University Union 
Information Desk, University Bookstore, 
the administrative staff personnel services 
office, 911 Administration Building, or the 
Faculty Senate office, 140 McFaU Center. 
Completed forms should be sent to Bob 
Arrowsmith. chair of the 19BB Ferrari 
Award Committee, 305 Student Services 
Bl.ilding. 
Scme of the changes were prompted by 
suggestions received from students and 
professors using the fifth e<frtion. Others 
are a reflection of the teaching philosophy 
of the authors. Many of the techniques 
Speer uses in his own classroom have 
been included in the book. 
"Whereas I usuaUy choose a textbook 
which contributes to my philosophy, it's 
exciting to have and to share a book that 
mirrors my philosophy," he said. 
"My goal is to produce thoughtful 
teachers who conduct their math classes in 
a meaningful manner rather than going 
ttvough routine motions." he said. "I hope 
to encourage teachers-to-be to use a 
variety of materials with their lessons, and 
most importantly, to teach children math 
rather than teach math to children." 
He said the "show-and-tell" approach to 
teaching mathematics promotes mainly 
imitation and dnll which reveals rrttte or 
nothing of the meaning behind the process 
that the student is imitating. "Rather than 
simply showing the procedure to use in a 
given situation, I am encouraging future 
educators to provide a focus for the 
children's active participation," Speer said. 
By taking on the responsibility of 
co-authoring the text, Speer said he also 
hopes to convey the importance of 
continued professional growth to future 
educators. 
"It's rewarding to have contributed to the 
profession," he said. "Continued 
professional growth marks the difference 
between who is successful and who is 
stagnant." 
Speer wiD be the senior editor of the 
text's seventh edition, which wiD be 
published in 1992. 
Faculty co-write 
new law textbook 
For Dr. Bartley Brennan, legal studies, 
putting the finishing touches on the book 
Legal Environment of Business was like 
adding the icing to the cake. It was the final 
book in a series of three legal studies 
textbooks. 
For Dr. Nancy Kubasek. legal studies. 
who co-authored 
the third book 
with Brennan, it 
was her first 
effort at writing a 
textbook. 
Kubasek said 
Brennan asked 
her to collaborate 
on the third book 
because of her 
interest and 
expertise in 
environmental 
law. In addition to 
teaching an 
environmental law 
class at the 
University, she 
conducts 
research on 
issues in that 
legal area. "Bart's 
expertise is in the 
business law area Nancy Kubasek 
and mine is in environmental law. Our 
interests were very complimentary to work 
on the project," Kubasek said. 
Brennan said he wrote the first two 
books in the series, Modem Business Law 
and Law and Business, with five 
co-authors. Those initial books addressed 
private law. and Brennan said he saw the 
need for a third book which would address 
public law areas, especially where the 
government is regulating business 
activities. 
Each co-author wrote nine chapters of 
the third book. At the end of each pubtic 
law chapter. Brennan and Kubasek said 
they added some unique features. 
"We included a cost-benefit analysis at 
the end of each chapter," Brennan said. 
"What that does is to indicate the costs of 
that particular legislation to the consumer 
or taxpayer, etc. On the other side, it 
shows what the benefits are of the 
legislation. We wanted to teach students to 
think in terms of cost-benefit analysis so 
society can come to its own conclusions 
about the effect of government legislation." 
In addition. Kubasek said the book has a 
section <flSCUSsing the transnational effects 
of public law. "This shows how materials 
have been applied on an international 
level," Kubasek said. 
Kubasek also co-wrote a study guide to 
be used with the book. 
Brennan said the book is only one of two 
textbooks available that address the 
environmental and business issues. 
However, it didn't slip into the market 
easily. He said McMiDan, the pubrlSher, 
tested the book through 18 different 
reviewers. 
"The pubflShers spent a lot of time 
refereeing the text." Brennan said. ·-rve 
been proud of the reception it has received 
since it came out in January." 
The book wiD be used in senior and 
graduate level courses. 
The deadline for nominations is April 15. 
The selection of the 19BB award wil be 
made by a committee of administrative staff 
representing the various vice presidential 
and presidential areas. Selection wil be 
based on information provided ttvough the 
nomination process. 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award was 
authorized by the Board of Trustees in 
19B2 to honor Ferrari who served as 
interim president during 19B1-B2. 
Previous recipients of the award include: 
Faculty Senate. __ from __ page __ 1 ___________ _ 
Nomination forms have been mailed to 
administrative staff. Additional forms are 
Dr. Suzanne Crawford, continuing 
education; Zola Buford, registration and 
records; Pabick Fitzgerald, WBGU-TV; 
Gregory DeCrane, student activities and 
orientation; and George Howick. 
Management Center. 
Opera to be performed Mar. 11, 12 
The University opera theatre wiD present 
two performances in English of Mozart's 
"Don Giovanni" on Friday and Saturday 
(March 11and12). 
The opera is being produced and 
directed by Roy Lazarus. Robert Spano will 
conduct the Bowling Green Philharmonia 
for the perfonnances. 
Curtain time is 8 pm. for both 
performances in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. The opera. 
which extends the legend of Don Juan's 
romantic misadventures, has been 
described by some as a perfect match of 
"divine music and flawless libretto ... 
Tickets are on sale at the box office. 
which is open between noon-6 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. They can be 
reserved by calling 372-8171. nckets are 
priced at S 12, S9 and $6. 
in the shared governance of the 
University that they avail themselves of 
opportunities for the development of a 
better IRterstanding of the concepts and 
skils of strategic planning, and that the 
Board of Trustees and senior 
admi iistl ators provide strong leadership 
in ensimng the implementation of 
effective strategic planning in the shared 
governance of the University." 
Dr. Harold lulde. a co-sponsor of the 
resolution, said the resolution was 
prepared in a positive manner. "In some 
ways this institution is managed very weU 
and in other areas it needs 
improvements." he said. '"Some of the 
best managed institutions are working 
heaVlly in the direction of strategic 
planning." 
Lunde described the strategic 
management style as proactive, 
innovative, creative and collegial, 
whereas the University's current 
budgeting and administrative planning 
style is reactive, passive and 
l:ueaucratie. 
Although strategic planning is often 
applied in business settings, Lunde said it 
can be adapted to academic institutions. 
"By passing this resolution itmeans we 
have taken a policy stand toward 
something very positive and that we want 
to take the Role and Mission Statement 
and make it happen. It would be a step to 
improve the University for aU 
constituencies." 
In other business, Or. Ralph Wolfe, 
chair of Faculty Senate. announced that 
the senate's silver anniversary would be 
commemorated at the March 15 meefo':;: 
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Jeff Shetzer. (center) custodial services. gets his blood pressure taken by nursing 
student Carolyn Strauss while Chris Adler. refrigeration. waits his tum. Throughout the 
spring semester. the School of Nursing and the Student Health Service will offer free 
blood pressure screening for faculty, staff and students at various locations on the 
campus. Last year 990 screenings were conducted. 
Popular Press books nominated 
Three books published by Popular Press 
have been nominated for awards by the 
Mystery Writers of America Inc. 
AD of the nominations for 1988 Edgar 
AUan Poe Awards are in the category of 
biographical-critical studies published 
during 198 7. 
Nominated were Introduction to the 
Detective Story by LeRoy Lad Panek. 
Campion's Career: A Study of the Novels 
of Margery AUingham, by 8.A. Pike, and 
Corridors of Deceit, the World of John le 
Carre by Peter Wolfe. A fourth nominee in 
the category, Crime and Mystery, the One 
Hundred Best Books by H.R.F. Keating, 
was published by Carroll & Graf. 
Winners in this and nine other 
categories, including Best Mystery Novel. 
Best First Mystery Novel and Best Short 
Classified 
Employment 
Opportunities 
The following classified positions are available: 
New ncancies 
Posting expiration date for employees to 
apply: 4 p.m .• Friday. March 11 . (" indicates 
that an internal candidate is bidding and being 
considered for the position. I 
3·11·1 Clerical specialist 
PayRange25 
Center for International Programs 
3--11-2 *Clerical Specialist 
PayRange25 
Payrol accounting 
Permanent. part· time 
3--11·3 and 
3--11-4 Food Serwic:e Manager 3 
PayRange30 
Food operations 
(two positions) 
3· 11 ·5 Secretary 1 
PayRange26 
Academic Enhancement 
Permanent. part-time 
Story. wiU be announced at the 41 st annual 
Edgar Allan Poe Award Dinner on May 8 at 
the Sheraton Centre in New York City. 
Panek's book is a guide to the detective 
story genre, starting with an examination of 
pseudo-detective stories from Biblical 
times. Marching through time, he takes at 
look at many of Charles Dickens· tales as 
weD as reviews Poe's "Murder in the Rue 
Morgue," tum-of-the-century writers and 
finally, the late 20th century. 
Pike's book takes another look at 
Margery Allingham and her fictional hero 
Albert Campion, while Wolfe embarks on 
an examination of the work of John le 
Carre. whose books include The Spy Who 
Came in from the Cold and who is 
considered one of the best spy and 
espionage novel writers. 
Jerome Library to close 
Jerome Library will be closed from during 
the scheduled reduced hours of 1-5 p.m. 
March 20 due to a planned power outage. 
The Science Library will be open from 1-5 
p.m. that day. 
Meeting is cancelled 
The March 11 meeting of the Board of 
Trustees has been cancelled. The next 
regularly scheduled meeting wiU be at 1 O 
a.m. April 8 at Firelands College. 
Bookstore to close 
The University Bookstore wiU be closed 
for annual inventory March 19·26. It will 
reopen at 8 a.m. March 28. 
Monitor 
The Monitor is published weekly by the 
Office o! Public Relations for faculty and staff 
of Bowling Green State University. The 
deadline ta submit material for the March 14 
issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 8. 
Faculty/staff positions 
The following faculty positions are available: ( • means an internal candidate is being considered for 
the position) 
AccountinglMIS: Instructor (two positions) (one position temporary and one position terminal). 
Contact Thomas G. Evans (2-2767). Deadline: April 15. 
Business Education: Assistant professor of business education. Also, instructor (two positions) 
(temporary). Foran positions. contact David J_ Hyslop (2·2904). Deadlines: April 1. 
F"trelands College: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler (2·2915). Deadline: March 30. 
Home Economics: Assistant professor. restaurant and institutional food sefVice management; 
also, assistant professor in apparel. merchandising: also. assistant professor, interior design. For aD 
positions. contact DeannaJ. Radeloff (2· 7823). Deadlines: March 15. or until filed by a QUalifled 
candidate. 
HPER: Assistant professor, health ed/health promotion. Contact Molly Laflin (2·6922). Deadline: 
March 16. 
Library: Music cataloger. Contact Kathryn W. Thiede (2·7891). Deadline: March 20. 
Management lnstructoc- of management; also. instructor (temporary. full.time. two positions)_ 
Deadlines: March t 0. Also, visiting assistant'associate professor. Deadline: March 21 . For al 
positions contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946). 
Music ComposltlonlHistcwy: Assistant professor, music theory-20th cenuy emphasis 
(tempoiaiy. ~I- Contact Mariyn Shrude (2·2673). Deadine: March 21. 
Psychology. Postdoctoral felow in industriaklrganizational psychology (anticipated). Contact the 
l-0 Postdoctoral Sea"ch Committee, Department of Psychology (2·2301 ). Deadline: March 15. 
The folowing administrative positiol is are avaiable: 
Resutch Serrices Office: Assistantdirectoc-. ContactCtvistopher s. Dunn (2·2481). Deadline: 
Apri 15. 
Orientation to focus on PERS, social security 
All University employees who are 
members of the Public Employees 
Retirement System (PERS) are invited to 
attend a PERS retirement and social 
security orientation April 4. 
A representative from PERS wiU visit the 
University and present a brief slide 
orientation to explain the retirement system 
followed by a Question and answer 
session. The local social security office in 
Bowling Green also wiU have a 
representative on hand to explain items of 
interest that impact on PERS retirement 
plans, and will respond to Questions. 
Three presentations have been 
scheduled to accommodate as many 
people as possible. They wiU be held at 1 O 
a.m., noon and 2:30 p.m. in the Ohio Suite 
of the University Union. 
The PERS representative also will be 
available for personal interviews with 
employees who wish to review their 
retirement records or have specific 
questions about the retirement system 
benefits. Interviews will be scheduled on 
April 4 and 5. 
Date book 
Monday, March 7 
Photo Exhibit, featuring photographs of 
Alabama mule farming in the 1970's taken by 
Thordis Simonsen. photographer and author, 
first floor. University Union. through Monday 
(March 14). Part of Women's History Month. 
Undergraduate Design Exhibition, ""Design 
Sweet Sixteen,'" GaDery. Fme Arts Building. 
through Thursday (March 10). GaDeryhoursare 
9 a.m.-4:30 p_m_ weekdays and 2·5 p.m. on 
Sundays. Free. 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Senior Exhibition, 
GaDery, McFall Center. through Thursday 
(March 10). Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-4:30 p_m_ 
weekdays. Free. 
European and Latin American Film Series. 
.. B Norte,'" 2:30 p.m .• Gish Ftlm Theater. Hanna 
Hall. Movie will be in the original language with 
English subtitles. Free. Sponsored by the 
Department of Romance Languages. 
Concert. performed by the Jazz Lab Band, 
7:30 p.m .• central lounge, North Building, 
Fa-elands campus. Free. 
Tuesday, March 8 
Meet the President, noon· 1 :30 p.m .. 
Assembly Room, McFaD Center. 
Planetarium Show, '"Journey to Earth," 8 
p.m .• Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building. 
S 1 donation suggested. 
Concert, performed by the Trombone 
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Wednesday, March 9 
Biology Seminar, "DNA Sequence Variation 
in Native Plants ... by Dr. Barbara Schaal. biology. 
Washington University, 3:30 p.m .• 112 Life 
Sciences Building. Free. 
Chemistry Seminar, "Rechargeable 
Manganese Oxide or Serendipity.· by Dr. Haina 
Wroblova. of the Ford Mob Company. 4:30 
p.m .• 70 Overman Hal. 
Celebrlltion of Black History Ewent, Concert 
performed by the Speman College Glee Club. 7 
p.m .• First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. 
Wooster SL. Bowing Green. Free. 
Lecture, -women·s Rights and Pro-Life 
Feminism: T award a Consistent Ethic of Life." by 
Jui Loesch, ~e activist, 7:30 p.m .• 
ComrnUlity Suite. University Union. Sponsored 
by Students foe- Life as part of Women"s history 
Month. 
Peace Education Series, Slide show and 
disa ISSion on the connection between women 
and peace, featuing students from two women·s 
studies courses. 7:30 p.m .• United Clvistian 
Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstin. Sponsored by 
the Peace Coaition. 
Theatre, .. A Mcon for the Misbegotten." 8 
p.m .• Joe E. Brown Theatre. University HaD. 
Admission is s 1.50. 
Thursday, March 1 O 
Women in the REEL World Rim Series, 
"llusions" and "A Question of Silence." 7 p.m .• 
Cla-Zel Theater. 129 N. Main St.. Bowling 
Green. Free. 
Thutra, "A Moon fOf the Misbegotten," 8 
p.m .• Joe E. Brown Theatre. University HaD. 
Adu ission is $1 . 50. 
UAO lenMrt Classics Film Series, 
"Metropolis," 9 p.m .• Gish Film Theater. Hanna 
Hal.Free. 
Employees interested in attending one of 
the orientation sessions, a personal 
interview, or both, should contact 
Personnel Support Services at 372-8421. 
372-8422 or 372-2225 by March 25. 
Take in an exhibit 
An undergraduate student art exhibition 
featuring works in graphic and 
environmental design opened Feb. 26 and 
will continue through March 1 O. 
"Design Sweet Sixteen." the 16th annual 
design show, will include posters, 
brochures, corporate identification work, 
album covers, folders. advertising, 
packaging and three-dimensional pieces as 
weU as a variety of other graphic pieces. 
Sixty-one students will be represented in 
the juried exhibit, according to Ron 
Jacomini, who heads the design program in 
the School of Art. 
The exhibition is free and open to the 
public. 
Friday, March 11 
Roddy McDowall Film Series, "That Damed 
Cat" at 7 p.m., ""Lord Love a Duck"' at 9 p.m .. 
Gish Fdm Theater. Hanna Hall. Free. 
lecture, "Linguistics and the Therapeutic 
Metaphor.·· by Carol Parker. consulting 
psychologist. 7:30 p.m .• 204 Fme Arts Building. 
Free. 
Theatre, '"A Moon for the Misbegotten,"' 8 
p.m .• Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
Admission is s 1 . 50. 
Opera, ··0on Giovanni." 8 p.m., Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. For ticket 
information. caD 372·8171. 
Planetarium Show, "'Journey to Earth.'" 8 
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building_ 
$1 donation suggested. 
UAO Weekend Movie, ··summer School." 8 
and 10 p.m .• 210 Math Sciences Bu~ding_ 
Admission is S 1 . 50 with 1.D. 
UAO Weekend Movie, ""Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail.·· midnight. 21 0 Math Sciences 
Building_ Admission is S 1.50 with l.O. 
Saturday, March 12 
Planetarium Show, ""Journey to Earth."" 2 
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building_ 
$1 donation suggested. 
Theatre, "A Moon for the MiSbegotten. ·· 8 
p.m .• Joe E Brown Theatre. UniverSity Hall. 
Admission is s 1 . 50 ._ 
Opera, ··0on Giovanni,'' 8 p.m .• Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. For ticket 
information. caD 372-8171. 
Concert, ""Ethnic Echoes.·· performed by the 
Unerick Rake, La Lumbre, Toledo Polkamotion. 
the Sex Beatles and the University Gospel Choir. 
8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. Part of the Ethnomusicoiogy 
Midwest Conference. 
UAO Weekend MO'rie, "Summer School ..• 8 
and 10 p.m .• 21 O Math Sciences Building. 
Admission is S1 .50 with l.D. 
UAO Weekend llcwle, "Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail." midnight, 21 0 Math Sciences 
Building. Admission is S 1 .50 with I. D. 
Sunday, March 13 
Gymnastics, BGSU vs. IDinois State and 
lfrversity of Lllinois-Chicago Circle. 1 p.m .• 
Eppler North. 
Concert, performed by the A Cappella Choir 
and Collegiate Chorale. 3 p.m., Kobacker haD. 
Moore Musical Ar1sCenter. Free_ 
Planetarium Show, "Journey to Earth,·· 7:30 
p.m., Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building. 
S 1 donation suggested. Stargazing to fo!low if 
weather permits_ 
Recital, performed by Jerome Rose. pianist. 8 
p.m .• Kobacker HaD. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Monday, March 14 
European and Latin American Film Series, 
!he Official Story," 2:30 p.m .• Gish Film 
Theater. Hama Hal_ Movie will be in t.'1e original 
language with English SUbtitles. Free. 
Sponsored by the Department of Romance 
Ulnguages. 
Oral History Presentation, "You May Plow 
Here. The Nlmllive of Sara Brooks," by Sara 
Brooks, subject of the book You May Plow Here 
and Thordis Simonsen, author and 
photographer, 7 p.m .• Alunni Room. University 
union. Part of Women's History Month. 
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Faculty Senate plans celebration for silver anniversary 
Governor Richard Celeste wil be on 
hand to help Faculty Senate observe the 
siver anniversary of its founding Tuesday 
(March 15). Dr. Ralph Wolfe, chair of 
Faculty Senate, said a special agenda for 
the meeting has been planned. 
Former and current senators. chairs. 
secretaries, trustees and presidents have 
been invited to attend the 
commemorative meeting at 2:30 p.m. in 
the Gish Am Theater. The meeting will be 
followed by a reception in the Assembly 
Room of McFall Center. 
Wolfe said Celeste wiU receive an 
honorary doctor of public administration 
degree during the ceremonies. and will 
speak on the role of faculty in University 
governance. 
"I am pleased that the governor thought 
this was an important event to attend. I 
think it is Quite an honor." Wolfe said. "It 
is interesting to point out that the 
University is 78 years old and Faculty 
Senate is only 25 which shows for many 
years there was no shared governance at 
the University. I think our silver 
anniversialy is worthy of celebrating. 
''The celebration is to show gratitude to 
the people in the past who have made the 
senate what it is today ... Wolfe added. 
Also at the meeting, plaques wiD be 
unveiled 6sting the senate's previous 
chairs, secretaries and recipients of the 
Faculty Senate Distinguished Service 
Award. The plaques and a photograph of 
Dr. Grover Platt, the senate's first chair, 
wiD be placed in the Assembly Room. 
AD Faculty Senate meetings are open to 
the public. 
According to Dr. Stuart Givens, 
University historian, the roots of Faculty 
Senate began with faculty involvement on 
committees. Although involvement was 
much more limited than it is today. faculty 
participated in the Social Committee and 
the Athletic Committee which were 
estabished in the school's first years. 
Givens said. 
In 1938, President Offenhauer made 
the first move to expand faculty 
involvement when he created the Policies 
Commission composed of six 
administrators and 10 elected faculty to 
advise the president on academic and 
administrative matters. However, Givens 
said the commission was discontinued in 
1942 when it was replaced by the 
University senate. 
Typical of other university senates at 
the time. Bowling Green's senate was 
composed of all faculty members who 
held ranks of professor. associate or 
assistant and had tenure. It was 
convened by and presided over by the 
University president. Also in the earty 
1940s, President Prout created a smaller 
group, ll Faculty Advisory Committee, 
composed of one faculty member from 
each coUege (three at the time), that was 
appointed by the president and 
responsible to him. 
However in the University's first 50 
years of the University's history, Givens 
said most of the decision-making and 
recommendations came from the 
Executive Committee composed of the 
president. the registrar and the deans. 
Faculty input was limited until in 1949 
when the senate was modified and given 
permission to initiate action, call meetings 
and disct 1SS issues on a general range of 
subjects. 
Under President McDonald, a number 
of changes occwred. Senate powers 
were increased subject to review and 
approval by the president and the 
Executive Committee and the body was 
permitted to initiate studies. Three 
councils were created: Academic 
Council, Council on Student Affairs and 
the Faculty Council. Each council had 
faculty participation and advised the 
president on academic and student affairs 
matters. 
In 1953, Givens said the senate was 
revanped so that membership was fimited 
to only professors and associate 
professors with tenure. In addition, ii was 
As senate's first chair, Platt saw 
the need for shared governance 
A framed photograph of the Faculty 
Senate's first chair will be placed in the 
Assembly Room of McFall Center in 
honor of the senate's silver anniversary. 
The late Dr. Grover Platt, a history 
professor who taught at the University 
from 1946 to 1975, first called the 
Faculty Senate to 
order in 1964. Along 
with several 
coUeagues, he was 
instrumental in 
formulating the 
senate and its 
charter. 
"Developing a 
Faculty Senate at the 
University meant a 
tremendous amount 
to him," said Dr. GroverC. Platt 
Virginia Platt, wile of 
the former chair. "He certainly wasn't in 
isolation in his ideas. Many faculty on 
campus felt shared governance was 
important. 
"But I remember for about a year he 
spent many .midnight hours going over 
information from other universitie5 trying 
to figure out the best way to organize a 
senate. It was something he really 
believed in." 
Platt was a specialist in European 
given the power to elect faculty 
representatives to the councils and to the 
University standing committees. In 1955. 
the Executive Committee was abolished 
and replaced as an advisory body by the 
Faculty Council which was made up of 
the deans and 1 0 elected faculty 
members. However. Givens said the 
council tended to be inactive since ii was 
history and he received his bachelor's 
and doctoral degrees at the University 
of Iowa and his master's degree from 
the Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy at Tufts University. He also 
was an army veteran of World War II 
when he served in the intelligence 
service under Gen. Douglas MacArthur 
in New Guinea and the Philippines. 
Prior to coming to Bowling Green. he 
taught at Fairmont State College in West 
Virginia and Western CoDege for 
Women. now part of Miami University. 
Both he and his wile joined the 
University's history department and 
became involved in various campus 
activities. Platt was chairman of the 
history department from 1949-1957 
and was a member of the Graduate Arts 
and Sciences and Academic councils. 
He also was president of the Ohio 
Academy of History in 1956-57 and 
received the academy's Distinguished 
Service Award in 1975; was a member 
of Phi Beta Kappa, the American 
Association of University Professors 
and the Americar! Historical 
Association .. 
Upon their retirements. both Platts 
were honored as professors emeritus in 
history. She currently serves as a 
member of the Board of Trustees. 
dependent on being called to session by 
the president and chaired by him. In the 
late 1950's. the president did not 
convene the senate and rarely the 
council. 
Changing conditions at the University 
led to McDonald's resignation and the 
creation of a committee to examine the 
Continued on page 3 
Women ·s contributions to the University' recognized 
March is known for corning in like a lion and going out like a lamb. The month is also 
known for St. Patrick's Day, with its shamrocks and leprachauns. But what most people 
do not realize is that since last year March is Women's History Month. 
"Reclaiming the Past, Rewriting the Future" is the theme of the 1988 Women's 
History Month, which signifies the presence of women in the past. present and Mure. 
and the commitment to use the past in order to shape the Mure. 
Traditionally. history has always focused on the major poitical, military and economic 
events involving men, particularly white men, said Margaret Weinberger, coordinator of 
the Women's Studies Program. Women's History Month is a vehicle to broaden this 
perspective as a whole. by focusing on women's unique history, she added. 
By expanding the focus of history to include the accomplishments of women, the 
study of history wil "reflect more the everyday experience and shed 6ght on many of 
the virtualy ignored groups in American society," Weinberger said. 
Women's tf1Story Month, which celebrates the important contributions of women, is 
only in its second year of existence. In 1981 • a joint congressional resolution declared 
the second week of March as National Women's History Week. The week included 
March 8. which is International Women's Day. In 1987. the week was expanded to the 
entire month of March. 
h;cording to Weinberger, the celebration provides a good opportunity for the 
Women's Studies Program and Women for Women to work together for programs 
honoring women. A variety of campus organizations also get involved with activities 
recognizing Women's tf1Story Month .. · - . 
: -· · ~ts ~i tf:ie ~~ u:i<:Jude an oral-history presentation on Alabama mule fanning 
--thl'ouglt the eyes ot a black woman that has an accompanying photography exhibit, and 
an essay competition for secondary and elementary schools in Bowling Green. 
Women's contributions to the University have not been ignored and in recognition of 
some of these outstanding efforts, several buildings and rooms have been named in 
honor of the women who have devoted their time and energy to the campus. 
Hanna Hal, originally built in 1921 for the training of new teachers, was remodeled in 
1959 and dedicated to Myrna Reese Hanna. the first woman from Wood Coulty 
elected the Ohio Senate. Hanna was also the joint author of the 1929 bill expanding 
Bowling Green and Kent normal schools to state coleges. 
•······' .... ~ ... 
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A display honoring women's achievements is on view at Jerome Library. Using the 
theme from Womens History Month, "Reclaiming the Past ... Rewriting the Future, .. 
the display features memorabilia from the Wood County Historical Museum. Put 
together by museum curator Julie Ho/liker and sponsored by Women's Studies, the 
display wil be featured on the first floor of the library through March 31. 
